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Australia see off Uzbekistan in SO
AL AIN: Goalkeeper Maty Ryan earned champions
Australia a quarter-final place in the Asian Cup yesterday
as he made two saves in a shootout to see off Uzbekistan
with a 4-2 win on penalties after 120 goalless minutes.

The Brighton & Hove Albion keeper Ryan denied Islom
Tukhtakhujaev and Dostonbek Khamdamov to leave
Mathew Leckie to score the winning spot kick and take
the Socceroos into the last eight.

The result was no less than the Australians deserved
after dominating the second half and most of extra time in
the 0-0 stalemate as they kept their hopes of a second
successive title on track.

It was Uzbekistan, however, who had made the early
running and Ryan was called into action just 10 minutes
into the game as Eldor Shomurodov burst past Trent
Sainsbury to force the Premier League keeper to block his
close-range shot. Australia carried little threat, with Aziz

Behich registering his side’s only attempt on goal in the
opening 45 minutes when he tried his luck from outside
the area, but Ignatiy Nesterov had few problems.

Javokhir Sidikov flashed his long-range attempt nar-
rowly wide of Ryan’s goal and Khamdamov should have
done better when he was found by Shomurodov with time
and space. The Socceroos pressed in the second half, with
Rhyan Grant heading over from an acute angle when Milos
Degenek’s diagonal ball found him unmarked behind the
Uzbekistan defence having moments earlier sent another
header into the hands of Nesterov.

Uzbekistan’s goalkeeper was now seeing all the action,
and he was forced to deny Leckie nine minutes after the
Hertha Berlin winger came off the bench before pushing
Tom Rogic’s deflected strike from outside the area wide
for a corner.

Australia continued to be frustrated when the game

went into extra time with Chris Ikonomidis, Leckie and
Rogic all going close before the added period drifted
towards penalties.

In the shootout, Behich saw his penalty saved by
Nesterov before Tukhtakhujaev’s attempt was kept out by
Ryan, and the Australia keeper denied Khamdamov in the
penultimate round to leave Leckie to confirm the win.
Earlier, Takehiro Tomiyasu’s lone strike sent Saudi Arabia
crashing out of the Asian Cup as Japan beat the three-time
champions 1-0 to reach the quarter-finals yesterday.

Tomiyasu’s first-half header was enough to seal it for
Japan as the last-16 game between two teams with seven
titles between them failed to live up to its billing.

Japan, record four-time winners of the Asian Cup,
march on to a quarter-final with Southeast Asian champi-
ons Vietnam despite not yet hitting top form at the tourna-
ment. Saudi Arabia were in the ascendancy early on but it

was Japan who snatched the advantage with a straightfor-
ward goal from a set piece on 20 minutes.

From a corner, Belgium-based defender Tomiyasu
climbed above his marker and nodded firmly into the bot-
tom corner for his first of the tournament.

The Saudis twice came close with headers as they
strived for a way back, and Hatan Bahbri curled one just
off-target as he went for the top corner. Yoshinori Muto’s
shot was blocked on the hour-mark but most of the
chances were falling to Saudi Arabia, who will rue some
wasteful finishing.

Bahbri’s shot from outside the box crept narrowly wide
and Ali Al-Bulaihi powered a strong header over when the
ball was knocked back into the area after a free-kick.

But despite a late flurry it remained another goalless
outing for the Saudis, who haven’t hit the net since scoring
six goals in their first two group games. — Agencies

Japan’s Tomiyasu sends Saudis spinning out of Asian Cup

AL-AIN: Australia’s defender Trent Sainsbury (L) vies for theball with Uzbekistan’s forward Eldor Shomurodov during the 2019 AFC Asian Cup Round of 16 football match between Australia and Uzbekistan at the Khalifa bin Zayed Stadium in Al-
Ain yesterday. — AFP

Qatar confident 
before Iraq final
ABU DHABI: Qatar were the surprise package in the group stage of the
Asian Cup but coach Felix Sanchez has been drilling it into his players
that their early form will count for nothing in their first knockout clash
against Iraq today.

With their hosting of the World Cup only three years away, the Qataris
were desperate for a good showing in the United Arab Emirates to indi-
cate they are on the right path for 2022.

Sanchez’s side delivered in the opening round, scoring 10 goals and con-
ceding none in victories over three-times champions Saudi Arabia, Lebanon
and North Korea. The Spaniard is convinced that taking on Iraq, who made
a fairytale run to the title in 2007, in a winner-takes-all last-16 encounter
with a quarter-final against South Korea or Bahrain on the line will be an
altogether tougher proposition.

“What we achieved in the group stage is a good result, but it doesn’t
count for anything,” he told reporters on Monday. “This is one match and
we will play Iraq, which is a wonderful team with talented players and
they showed that in the group stage. — Reuters

UAE sink Falcons 
at Asian Cup 
SHARJAH: Hosts United Arab Emirates ended
Kyrgyzstan’s fairytale with a controversial extra-
time penalty to reach the Asian Cup quarter-finals
yesterday as holders Australia and Japan also
advanced.

A knee-wobbling, chest-thumping Mathew Ryan
saved two penalties as the Socceroos beat
Uzbekistan’s White Wolves in a shootout, while the
Japanese bundled out Saudi Arabia.

Substitute Ahmed Khalil was UAE’s hero on an
angst-ridden Abu Dhabi night as he blasted home
from the spot in the first additional period to set up
a meeting with the Socceroos in the last eight.

Less than a quarter of an hour earlier Kyrgyzstan
substitute Tursunali Rustamov had stunned the
home side when he snatched a dramatic stoppage-
time equaliser at the end of a nail-biting contest.

It had taken the Emirates just 14 minutes to
break through as Khamis Esmaeel headed in an

Ismail Matar corner. Plucky Kyrgyzstan refused to
go unnoticed on their Asian Cup debut, however,
and the White Falcons equalised midway through
the first half when Mirlan Murzaev squeezed the
ball in from a seemingly impossible angle.

Kyrgyz captain Valery Kichin then gave UAE a
scare when his curling shot crashed against the
crossbar. But Ali Mabkhout volleyed the 2015
semi-finalists back in front with his third goal of
the tournament after some horror defending from
Mustafa Iusupov.

That looked to have ended Kyrgyz defiance until
Rustamov headed home in the dying seconds to
force extra time. But after Mabkhout had tumbled in
the box under minimal contact, the Asian Cup hosts
were awarded a penalty that was hotly disputed-for
the second time in this tournament.

Khalil kept his cool though and drilled home the
spot kick on 103 minutes to give UAE a shot at
avenging their semi-final defeat by Australia four
years ago. There was stil l  time for Baktyiar
Duishobekov and Rustamov to hit the woodowork,
but the Emiratis somehow clung on to give them-
selves a shot at avenging their semi-final defeat by
Australia four years ago. — AFP

ABU DHABI: Kirghyzstan’s forward Vitalij Lux (R) is
marked by United Arab Emirates’ midfielder Khamis
Ismail during the 2019 AFC Asian Cup. — AFP


